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Abstract:
The advent of the Information Age, coupled with the resurgence of terrorism on the
international landscape brings forth questions on the nature of security and the
mechanisms for confronting new asymmetric threats. While globalization and
advances in computer technology have led to increased opportunities in numerous
fields, they have also resulted in new dangers. In the global post-9/11 environment,
new transnational threats are emerging. This paper examines the role of information
technology in a period some have identified as the “Age of Terrorism.” First,
cyberterrorism becomes an increasing concern as society’s dependence on
information technology intensifies. However, cyberterrorism can and must be
distinguished from both legal and illegal forms of computer-driven activism and
dissent, as this distinction is necessary for the maintenance of civil liberties. Second,
prospects for addressing the cyberterrorist and global terrorist threat include numerous
forms of military and political cooperation, from the regional and national to the
international. Current and potential mechanisms of surveillance and defence
cooperation are diverse, from satellite technology to analyses of both computersystem vulnerabilities and the structure of social networks. Third, a legal approach
illustrates concerns over the balance between rights and security and the restrictions
on each when contemplating the role of information technology. This paper explores
the many faces of terrorism and security in the Information Age, addressing questions
on the nature of the threat, prospects for defence, and the protection of civil rights.
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Advances in computer technology have remapped the world, to the point that
distances from Ottawa to Toronto and from New York to London are virtually
identical. While globalization and the Information Age have led to increased
opportunities in numerous fields, they have also resulted in new dangers. In the post9/11 international environment, new transnational threats to Canada are emerging.
The coinciding of amplified adoption and implementation of computer and
information technologies with the re-emergence of terrorism on a transnational scale
brings forth several questions. What contribution will technological innovations make
to terrorism and counter-terrorism efforts? What are the legal justifications for and
social consequences of increased technological intervention into domestic and foreign
societies? What might some of the remedies be for upholding privacy rights in the
“new normal” of the Age of Terrorism?
As such, this paper makes two arguments. First, information and
communications technologies enable new modes of terrorism, the threat of which
intensifies as society becomes increasingly dependent upon computer networks.
Technology-driven terrorism is discrete from virtual forms of activism or dissent, and
such a distinction is necessary for the preservation of civil liberties. Second,
information and communication technologies also make possible new modes of
counter-terrorism. Central to this argument are questions regarding what techniques
have been facilitated through more recent technological innovations. While
transnational approaches to addressing terrorism are particularly significant in a
network society, can technology-driven methods of intervention and intelligencegathering be less intrusive than more traditional techniques in the violation of privacy
rights? In light of the recent debates over the balancing of rights and security, this
paper argues that a particular configuration of legal and technological mechanisms
may enable not only the capacity to maintain security, but also the potential for
preserving the essence of the right to privacy. While current forms of technologydriven surveillance are not legally justified in the Canadian context, technological and
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legal remedies can bring them into the boundaries of Canadian law. In exploring these
hypotheses, this paper is presented in four parts: (1) an examination of various forms
of politically-driven technological action; (2) a scalar comparison of possibilities for
addressing terrorism in the Information Age; (3) a description of the current
classifications of technology-driven surveillance and intelligence-gathering; and (4)
an analysis of the legal and social implications of technological intervention and
intrusion during an Age of Terrorism.

Technology-driven Terrorism: The Nature of the Cyberterrorist Threat
In the 1983 movie WarGames, Matthew Broderick’s character breached the
Pentagon computer system and almost started World War III. Since then, much of the
Western world has been both captivated and mystified by the idea of computer
conflict, hacking and, more recently, cyberterrorism. The concept of cyberterrorism is
rooted in two fields of study: information technology and asymmetric conflict. First,
the modern technological revolution, originating in the 1980s, has led authors such as
Alvin and Heidi Toffler to argue that information technologies are transforming
industrial (second-wave) societies into information-based (third-wave) societies.
Occurring primarily in developed, industrialized regions, there exists an increasing
reliance upon complex networks and modern technologies for the proper functioning
of society. This post-industrial period has been coined the “Information Age”
(Toffler, 1980). Manuel Castells argues that the most recent period of the Information
Age is one dominated by networks. As a new socio-political and economic
configuration, “network society” consists of a “space of flows” where various
transactions and encounters take place (Castells, 1996).
Second, asymmetric threats, specifically in the form of terrorism, have existed
since the dawn of warfare. Defined by the U.S. Joint Chiefs of staff as attempts to
circumvent or undermine a superior military power’s strengths while exploiting its
weaknesses, using methods that differ from the superior military power’s expected
mode of operations (United States Joint Staff, 1999), the recent escalation in
asymmetric threats is commonly considered a result of the demonstration of U.S.
military might in the first Gulf War (Sloan, 2002: 110). Not limited solely to
cyberterrorism, those seeking to challenge U.S. power have recognized that conflict
on the traditional battlefield using conventional military weaponry is no longer
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feasible. As such, the threat of cyberterrorism comes from both states and non-state
actors and, though negative, is perhaps an inevitable consequence of the transition to
an information-based society.

Defining the Boundaries Cyberterrorism
Attempts to define cyberterrorism suffer from the same dilemmas as
definitions of terrorism. Generally, cyberterrorism is a result of the convergence of
technology and terrorism, and consists of two mutually dependent elements. First, it
refers to attacks and threats of attacks against computers, networks and the
information stored within them, for the purpose of intimidating or influencing a
government or society to further political or social objectives. Second, the attack
results in violence against persons or property, or at least causes enough harm to
generate fear. The definition is a reinterpretation of mainstream characterizations of
terrorism infused with technological terminology. While it should be noted that
terrorism is still somewhat of a contested term, section 83.01 of the Anti-Terrorism
Act provides an in-depth classification within the Canadian context.
A cyberterrorist differs from a terrorist who uses technology. Cyberterrorism
consists of an attack on a technological factor using another technological factor. This
is distinct from a terrorist utilizing technology to commit a traditional act of terrorism,
and is also distinct from a terrorist using non-technological means to commit an act of
terrorism against a network of computer system. For example, an act of
cyberterrorism occurs when an individual or organization uses a computer network to
overload and destroy a national power-management system. Cyberterrorism does not
occur when a suicide bomber destroys an electrical grid – nor does cyberterrorism
occur if a terrorist uses the World Wide Web to acquire information on building a
chemical weapon.
Distinctions must also be made between cyberterrorism and hacktivism, the
latter being a term coined by scholars to describe the marriage of hacking with
political activism (Denning, 1999: 241). While politically motivated, hacktivism
differs from cyberterrorism in that the former seeks to protest and disrupt, not to kill,
physically injure, or terrify. As such, serious attacks against critical infrastructure,
depending on their impact, could be acts of terrorism; whereas attacks that disrupt
nonessential services would most likely not. This distinction between cyberterrorism
and cyberdissent is of significance as it addresses, to a limited extent specifically in
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the field of computer technology, historical critiques on the inability of legal
institutions in recognizing legitimate and/or illegitimate dissent (Mandel, 1982: 14-17;
Richard, 1990: 31-83). In the context of terrorism contrasted with dissent, selfbranded civil libertarian, Irwin Cotler, makes a persuasive argument on the
differentiation by outlining some of the key principles that underpin Canada’s AntiTerrorism Act, while also addressing some of the concerns. He argues that the
inclusion of section 83.01(1)(b)(ii)(E) seeks to ensure that “any advocacy, protest,
dissent or work stoppage activity, even if unlawful, even if attended by violence, even
if it causes disruption to a public or private essential service or facility, would not be
considered a terrorist activity” (2002: 37). However, it remains to be seen whether
this policy will withstand public and governmental pressure once a test case is
presented to the courts.

Why Use Cyberterrorism?
As a result of globalization, computerization and the emergence of a network
society, numerous authors have argued that cyberterrorism is becoming increasingly
attractive to terrorists for several reasons (Weissman, 2005). First, cyberterrorism is
generally perceived to be more cost-effective than traditional terrorist methods.
Typical computers and phone or broadband internet connections are generally much
cheaper and easier to acquire than traditional types of weaponry, such as explosives
and military-grade vehicles. Cyberterrorist attacks also do not result in the attacker’s
death, as is the case with suicide bombers, and as is potentially the case in traditional
acts of terrorism. Second, cyberterrorism possesses a certain amount of anonymity not
found in more traditional forms of terrorism. The global extension of computer
technologies in post-industrial societies has facilitated terrorist mobility and
deployability. As such, it has become increasingly difficult for security agencies to
determine the real identities of the terrorists. This complex obstacle is further
enhanced by the lack of customs, borders or checkpoints within cyberspace. While the
fact remains that all Internet traffic passes through at least one of thirteen central
servers that act as the foundation of the World Wide Web, the sheer amount of
information transferred creates considerable challenges for data analysis and effective
intelligence collection.
Third, the quantity and quality of targets increases as society moves towards
further dependence on information technologies (Weissman, 2005). The multiplicity
9

of potential targets is already enormous, ranging from government military systems to
civilian economic and scientific networks. Fourth, cyberterrorism removes or reduces
the requirement for geographical proximity to the target. This virtually eliminates the
traditional requirements for physical and psychological training to avoid capture, and
risk of mortality. The ability to conduct cyberterrorism remotely is a key factor in the
transnational nature of committing terrorist acts and in recruiting new members. Fifth,
cyberterrorism can potentially have a direct affect on a larger number of people than
traditional terrorist methods, thereby generating widespread effects and increasing
awareness of particular causes (for example, through greater media coverage). While
a suicide bomber may destroy a building, killing the tens or hundreds of individuals
inside, a cyberterrorist attack on a waste-management or energy system has the
potential to kill or injure thousands, if not millions of people.

Is There a Real Threat?
It should be emphasized that no single cyberterrorist attack has been recorded
– that is, categorized as such. This begs the question of whether cyberterrorism is a
real threat. Current discussions revolve around military systems, intelligence
networks, government systems and critical infrastructure. First, suggestions have been
put forth that cyberterrorists could compromise military systems, such as a nuclear
missile launch facility, and either launch a missile or disable the entire system.
Currently, the cyberterrorism threat of this type is non-existent. Government
statements indicate that major military systems, such as the Canadian Department of
National Defence, the Pentagon, and nuclear launch facilities, are “air-gapped”
(Libicki, 1996; Green, 2002; Mitchell, 2005). That is, they are not physically
connected to external networks such as the Internet. The implied conclusion is that
computer network attacks would be ineffective against these types of military
networks. However, during a U.S. military exercise conducted by the National
Security Agency (NSA), attackers using tools available on the Internet were able to
gain access to several key U.S. systems. While the details remain classified, the report
on the exercise concluded that military infrastructure could be disrupted and troop
deployments could be hindered (Denning, 1999).
Most security and intelligence systems are also protected in the same way as
military infrastructure. The Canadian Security and Intelligence Service (CSIS), the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) all
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utilize stand-alone networks (Government of Canada, 1999; Green, 2002). Martin
Libicki, a defence analyst at the National Defence University (1996) and RAND
Corporation, indicates that this is partially rooted in the general paranoia that exists
within intelligence agencies, and that such paranoia is a sound governing principle
when considering cybersecurity. Like most military systems, security and intelligence
systems in their current form are shielded from computer attack. More general
government systems, in both the United States and in Canada, are further protected by
the development of proprietary systems, unique to each branch of government. While
this has often led to difficulties in cooperation between agencies, it has also provided
protection in that only a select few individuals understand the systems well enough to
violate them. In an ironic twist, inefficiency breeds security. While government
systems may be connected to external networks, such as the Internet, the proprietary
nature of current computer applications in combination with screening processes for
new employees ensures a relatively high level of security from the cyberterrorist
threat.
Critical infrastructure consists of less-protected secondary targets, such as
power grids, oil pipelines, water-treatment and waste-management systems.
Particularly in the United States, most of these systems are privatized and are not
currently as of much a concern as military or government systems. As such, critical
infrastructure systems are less secure than military, intelligence or government
systems. Concerns over the susceptibility of U.S. critical infrastructure are significant
to Canadians due to the numerous connections between Canadian and U.S. systems
(as evidenced by the August 2003 Canada-U.S. blackout). Additionally, 85% of
Canada’s critical infrastructure is owned by stake holders other than the federal
government (Canadian Office of Critical Infrastructure Protection and Emergency
Preparedness, 2005). However, while critical infrastructure is possibly more
vulnerable to cyberterrorism, it is still quite secure. These systems are under constant
threat from natural disasters such as hurricanes, floods or tornados, and company
employees are trained to act in emergency scenarios. Nonetheless, as a consequence
of openness to external networks and lower security thresholds, a cyberterrorist threat
to critical infrastructure does exist. Cyberattacks differ from traditional emergencies
and natural disasters in that they can be directed and concentrated at specific weak
points in a computer network. During the NSA exercise mentioned above, attackers
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were also able to gain access to power grid and emergency 9-1-1 systems, resulting in
service disruptions.
Currently, it seems as though the greatest threat to the aforementioned systems
comes not from cyberterrorism, but from two other factors: insider action and
deregulation. Insiders possess specialized knowledge that is difficult, if not
impossible, for outsiders to acquire. Disgruntled staff or vengeance-seeking former
employees may possess both the resolve and the means to wreak havoc on internal
computer and information systems. For example, in 2000, a disgruntled consultant hacked
into a waste management control system and let loose millions of gallons of raw sewage on the town
(Berinato, 2002). While this potential problem may be alleviated through comprehensive

employee screening processes, such security measures may be decreasingly feasible
as a result of deregulation. Second, deregulation potentially leads to an increased risk
of cyberterrorism. An amplified focus on profitability has forced utility companies
and other critical infrastructure businesses to move increasing proportions of their
operations to the Internet in search of greater efficiency and lower costs. This may
result in further risk and exposure to cyberterrorist threats. Growing cross-border
interdependency will play an increasingly important role in the vulnerability of vital
networks. For example, strong links between Canadian and U.S. critical infrastructure
were demonstrated during the 2003 Canada-U.S. blackout, in which a transformer
station in Cleveland malfunctioned, causing power outages affecting 40 million
people in Canada and the north-western United States.
In sum, despite current concerns over the vulnerabilities of military, security
and intelligence, government and critical infrastructure systems, the nature of these
systems currently suggests that such concerns are generally unfounded, though a
potential threat is present. While dangers to critical infrastructure systems exist, in the
form of insider action and deregulation, a “digital Pearl Harbour” has yet to occur.

An Exaggerated Threat?
The relatively insignificant threat of a cyberterrorist attack brings forth the
question of why the threat is exaggerated. The reasons behind this are four-fold
(Weissman, 2005: 131-134). First, as Dorothy E. Denning, a professor of computer
science speaking before the U.S. House Armed Services Committee, has observed,
"cyberterrorism and cyberattacks are sexy right now. It’s novel, original, it captures
people’s imagination” (Denning, 2001; United States Congress: House Committee on
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Armed Services, 2000). As such, the concept of cyberterrorism has symbolic power
that creates compelling and frightening scenarios, influencing perceptions and
contributing to the remaining three reasons below. In addition to the symbolic impact
of cyberterrorism, the mass media frequently fail to distinguish between hacktivism
and cyberterrorism, often exaggerating the threat of the latter. As mentioned above,
the two are not analogous. Additionally, misunderstandings between computer crime
and cyberterrorism have also surfaced (Stone, 2000). Ambiguity about the very
meaning of "cyberterrorism" has confused the public and given rise to many
misrepresentations. Third, there is a general fear of the unknown. Despite the advent
of Third Wave society, many people, including most lawmakers and government
officials, still do not fully understand and therefore tend to fear both computer
technology and terrorism. As a result, psychological distress and the desire for selfpreservation increase the likelihood of accepting unnecessary measures to combat an
exaggerated threat. Fourth, some groups are eager to exploit this ignorance. National
security officials are inclined to take measures to increase their presence and influence
in government, while the computer technology industry, still recovering from the
collapse of the high-tech bubble, seeks to regain its economic foothold. Any response
to a cyberterrorist threat requires enhanced technology, training and maintenance.
Some politicians have “played the role of prophets of doom” (Weissman, 2005: 133),
purposely stoking fears of cyberterrorism, whether out of genuine conviction or from
a desire to create public anxiety in order to advance a political agenda.
While the potential threat of cyberterrorism is currently exaggerated, many
analysts predict an increase in the actual threat. Looking at the various trends in
military transformation, technological innovation and terrorist sophistication, the
threat of cyberterrorism and computer-based attacks in expected to increase in the
future for three principal reasons. First, the next generation of terrorists is now
growing up in an increasingly digital world, alongside or integrated into postindustrial society, and will therefore be progressively more proficient in the use of
information and computer technologies (Weissman, 2005: 146). An example of recent
activity, though not classified as cyberterrorism, is Titan Rain, the name given to a
series of attacks against the U.S. since 2003, in which the networks at Lockheed
martin and NASA (among others) were infiltrated.
Second, cyberterrorism may also become more attractive as the real and
virtual worlds become more closely coupled. Increasing demands for efficiency and
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interoperability in critical infrastructure, government systems and potentially
intelligence systems will ultimately result in elevated degrees of exposure to outside
networks, and therefore cyberterrorist attacks. For example, the push by the U.S.
military towards the network-centric warfare doctrine has resulted in new attempts at
military transformation and integration. The Global Information Grid, which seeks to
encompass the end-to-end set of information capabilities, is a primary example. In
terms of supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems, they are no
longer only on stand-alone networks – connections between SCADA systems via the
Internet are perceived as better for business. While SCADA systems are solely for the
management and supervision of critical infrastructure (such as power-grid systems),
their intentional or unintentional misuse can still cause damage. During a no-notice
exercise performed by the U.S. Department of Defence, operators at a power
management station were fooled by manipulated SCADA data into taking actions that
would have damaged the system.
Third, success in the "war on terror" on the traditional battlefield may result in
terrorists

turning

increasingly

towards

unconventional

weapons

such

as

cyberterrorism. The cost-effectiveness (in both human and economic terms),
anonymity, abundance of critical targets and geographical freedom provide several
incentives for terrorists to experiment with this new method. As such, while the
current conjecture regarding the cyberterrorist threat is exaggerated, the expected
increase in cyberterrorist activity demands that legal and technological remedies be
explored.

Counter-Terrorism I: Securing a Network Society – Modes of Prevention
The conclusion of the previous section of this paper, indicating that no acts of
cyberterrorism have occurred, does not necessarily imply that the potential
cyberterrorist threat should not be addressed. Irwin Cotler argues that the nature of
security legislation, particularly in regards to terrorism, is preventative rather than
reactive (Cotler, 2002: 23-24) – that it is necessary to stop acts of terrorism, including
cyberterrorism, before they occur. While the extent and scope of preventative
approaches should be questioned, the following portion of this paper examines current
and potential legal and political mechanisms at various scales for combating the threat
of cyberterrorism.
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Existing Domestic Law
Canadian domestic legal mechanisms are insufficient for addressing terrorism, and
especially cyberterrorism. The transnational nature of the threat, as mentioned above,
severely limits the utility of federal or sub-federal law. Of particular interest here is
the lack of geographic restrictions on acts of cyberterrorism. Not only can
cyberterrorism occur from outside the territorial boundaries of the state, but acts can
originate from numerous foreign states simultaneously. Therefore, domestic
mechanisms such as the U.S. terrorism watch lists are either inadequate (in that not
enough states with a cyberterrorism capacity are considered) or inefficient (in that too
many states with a cyberterrorism capacity, but that do not pose a legitimate threat,
are considered). The dilemma rests on the rise of the network society and increasing
dependence on information and computer technologies for the production of everyday
life.
Additionally, considerations of national sovereignty and issues of jurisdiction
emerge when investigating or prosecuting transnational criminal acts. The same can
be said for addressing cyberterrorism. While Canadian security legislation, such as the
Anti-Terrorism Act (ATA), addresses acts of terrorism against Canadian citizens
abroad, it cannot take legal action against cyberterrorism without the consent of the
foreign government from which the cyberterrorist act originated. National sovereignty
remains enforced and universal jurisdiction is currently non-existent. As such,
existing domestic legal mechanisms are insufficient.

Bilateral Agreements
Bilateral agreements may not be feasible due to the mobility and deployability
of cyberterrorism, as well as bureaucratic impracticability. First, as indicated above,
cost-effectiveness, the global extension of computer technologies and lack of
geographic restrictions suggests that cyberterrorist attacks can originate in almost any
country. Second, with over 200 countries enjoying access to the Internet and related
communications technologies (Internet World Stats, 2007), bilateral agreements are
bureaucratically unfeasible. As such, governments must approach the issue at the
international scale. Whereas Canada’s Securing an Open Society is a national
strategy, securing a network society requires approaching the issue transnationally.
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International Agreements I: Combating Terrorism. Common international platforms
are required to address the terrorist threat, and there are two components of
international

agreements

worth

considering:

international

law

and

policy

harmonization. International law originating within international, multilateral
institutions can most successfully address cyberterrorism. While there has been
disagreement over whether a universal definition of terrorism can be ascertained (for
example, see Cronin, 2003; Martin, 2003), the United Nations has successfully issued
international legislation concerning weapons of terrorism (United Nations, 1997), and
regarding supporters of terrorism (United Nations, 1999). Multilateral institutions are
particularly crucial because of the variegated definitions of terrorism and the
legitimacy that comes from agreements among several states in an open and
transparent forum. The legislating of any international law on cyberterrorism should
consider three factors.1 First, a definition of what constitutes a cyberterrorist act
should be established. As indicated above, distinctions can and should be made
between acts of cyberterrorism and acts of cyberdissent or hacktivism. Second, a
designation of what actions are required for a legal response should be determined.
This includes whether a target should be notified before retribution for a cyberterrorist
act is executed, and under what circumstances. Third, the agreement should promote
transnational cooperation. National interests should be compromised to the minimal
extent possible when addressing the attribution of cyberterrorist attacks and
subsequent potential retribution.
Policy harmonization is a consequence of common international platforms.
International requirements for the legislating of domestic policies on cyberterrorism
increase domestic and international security and transnational cooperation. An
instructive example, addressed specifically at terrorism, is UN Security Council
Resolution 1373 (and UNSCR 1377). A second example is the Council of Europe
Convention on Cyber-Crime. Signed by Canada in 2001, this treaty is “the first-ever
international treaty to address criminal law and procedural aspects of various types of
criminal behaviour directed against computer systems, networks or data and other
types of similar misuse” (de Borchgrave, 2001: 33). While not addressed specifically
at cyberterrorism, the cybercrime treaty requires states to criminalize certain forms of
abuse of computer systems and certain crimes when they are committed using
computer systems. The treaty also supports international cooperation to detect,
investigate and prosecute these criminal offences, as well as to collect electronic
16

evidence of any criminal offence. However, the Convention on Cyber-Crime does not
include key elements of the terrorism definition. Specifically, it does not refer to
political, ideological or religious motivations or objectives (as opposed to the AntiTerrorism Act which indicates these in section 83.01(b)(i)(A)). Therefore, current
international legal mechanisms are insufficient in addressing the cyberterrorist threat
and new agreements must be established. The secondary danger is the collection of
data by governments from commercial actors. This activity lacks transparency and
accomplishes an “end-run around the checks otherwise applicable when government
seeks personal information” (Galison & Minow, 2005). Information-gathering
requires governmental regulation, oversight and transparency, a feature not common
in the commercial harvesting of personal data.

International Agreements II: Addressing the Causes of Terrorism
International agreements on combating terrorism necessarily require
complementing initiatives on other issues that are perceived to be causes of
individuals and groups turning to terrorist methods. The process of determining the
causes of terrorism deserves much longer treatment than this essay can provide.
However, international policies directed at the alleviation of poverty, war, repression
and other forms of social, political and economic exploitation should be a counterpart
of any counter-terrorism campaign. Information and communications technologies
can assist in this process by extending the ability of governments to understand which
regions require aid and to the development of a transnationally scaled civil society
that seeks to drive marginalized individuals away from destructive forms of political
action.

Counter-Terrorism II: Technology-driven Surveillance and Intelligence
There are two methods of defending against cyberterrorism: passive defence
and active defence. Passive defence is another name for target hardening, involving
the use of technologies such as firewalls or cryptography to protect information
technology assets and the data stored within (Goodman, 2007: 45). A considerable
part of the problem is the combination of demands for large-scale connectivity and
access, as well as the massive number of owners, operators and users of these systems
and networks. As Goodman argues, “the domain of actors in cyberspace is much
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larger and more diversified than is the case with more traditional security issues.”
(2007: 50-51). Analyses of private sector products and systems indicate that software
quality assurance is problematic. Defective or poorly-designed products rushed to
market without adequate concern for security raise many questions about whether
regulation will be necessary. Additionally, in both the public and private sectors, the
many legacy systems still in use were not designed with security in mind. Even
presently, security is often perceived to be in conflict with design criteria focusing on
accessibility and data throughput. Security is commonly identified with reduced
efficiency and impaired functionality (Goodman, 2007).
Active defence seeks to determine the identity of the attacker and possibly
initiate a counter-attack. One form of active defence, discussed here, is computerdriven surveillance. An effective response to the threat of terrorism and
cyberterrorism requires international cooperation, but such cooperation must be
reinforced

with

transnational

surveillance

mechanisms.

Technology-driven

intelligence gathering methods can be more effective and less intrusive than
traditional forms of surveillance and intervention. As such, this section examines the
various types of data collection systems, while the following portion provides an
analysis of the legal and political implications of new technology in counter-terrorism
efforts. While there are currently no global surveillance systems with the full
participation of all countries, two more limited types of systems are presently in
operation: domestic systems and transnational systems. Domestic systems, such as the
(now defunct2) FBI surveillance system known as Carnivore, are inward-looking.
While domestic systems may be more comprehensive than transnational systems
(Todd & Bloch, 2003: 46-47), the former does not infringe upon the national
sovereignty rights of foreign countries, not does it violate the jurisdiction of foreign
intelligence and security services. As such, neither bilateral nor international
agreements are necessary for the legal functioning of domestic surveillance systems.
Transnational systems are a different breed altogether. These systems, such as
ECHELON, are both inward-looking and outward-looking. Transnational systems are
of a controversial nature due to a perceived lack of respect for national sovereignty
rights and issues of jurisdiction. While transnational agreements or understandings are
necessary for the functioning of transnational surveillance systems, such arrangements
are often mired in secrecy. The features of transnational surveillance systems dictate
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that the types of transnational or international agreements mentioned above
(depending on the scope of surveillance) are necessary for their legal operation.

ECHELON Transnational Surveillance System
The ECHELON surveillance system began its current phase of development in 1971
as a component of the post-WWII UK/USA intelligence cooperation and informationsharing alliance.3 Using electronic-intercept stations and space satellites, the purpose
of ECHELON is generally signals intelligence (SIGINT), and specifically
communications intelligence (COMINT). The transnational surveillance system
additionally has the capability to acquire other forms of intelligence and information.4
ECHELON captures military, political and diplomatic communications traffic from
across the globe, though recent events have indicated that the system is also being
used for economic purposes (Lowenthal, 2003: 239). ECHELON is not designed to
eavesdrop on specific individuals. Instead, the surveillance system works on the basis
of automated analysis. Messages and conversations are filtered though a computer
system called Dictionary which detects keywords and phrases (Todd & Bloch, 2003:
46) – a method of processing information is known as “data-mining.”
Five countries currently participate in the ECHELON system,5 providing
global coverage through intercept ground stations and space-based satellites. Australia
and its Defence Signals Directorate (DSD) monitors Indochina, Indonesia and
Southern China. The Government Communications Security Bureau (GCSB) of New
Zealand covers the Western Pacific region. The United Kingdom’s Government
Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) monitors Europe, Africa and Russian
territory west of the Urals. The National Security Agency (NSA) in the United States,
possessing the most advanced and comprehensive surveillance infrastructure, covers
Latin America, and Asia, as well as Asiatic Russia and northern China. Canada’s
Communications Security Establishment (CSE) monitors northern portions of the
former Soviet Union, embassies around the world and central and southern parts of
the Americas. Commentators argue that the nature of cyberterrorism demands that
transnational surveillance systems be implemented to compliment international
agreements, and that while legal issues and concerns over ECHELON in its current
form will invariable arise, the basic transnational approach behind ECHELON is
sound. The remainder of this essay examines these legal dilemmas and explores some
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of the ways that surveillance systems such as ECHELON may gain increased or
decreased legitimacy.

Implications of Technological Intervention in the Age of Terrorism
Addressing matters of privacy and surveillance inevitably results in debates
concerning oversight and the balancing of rights and security. The following portion
of this essay discusses these issues in five parts: a contextual section that examines (1)
the proportionality test, (2) the existence of a right to privacy in the Canadian context,
and (3) the nature of automated surveillance; and an analytical section on (4) the
balancing act between the right to privacy and security; and (5) a proposal to remedy
the problem of oversight.

1. The Proportionality Test or “Oakes test.
” Derived from The Queen v. Oakes, the “Oakes test” considers s.1 of the
Charter, which provides that:
1. The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights
and freedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable limits
prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and
democratic society. (Emphasis added)

In other words, the rights and freedoms under the Charter can be violated if the
violation is reasonable and justifiable. The Supreme Court of Canada has defined a
test for determining whether a violation is reasonable and justifiable. This test,
referred to as the “Oakes test” or proportionality test, has two components: sufficient
importance and proportionality. First, the government must demonstrate that its
objective is sufficiently pressing and substantial to warrant the violation of a right or
freedom. Second, the party invoking s.1 must show the means to be reasonable and
demonstrably justified. Proportionality itself has three requirements: (1) the measures
must be fair and not arbitrary (the means chosen to limit rights and freedoms must be
rationally connected to the objective); (2) there must be a minimal impairment of
rights in achieving the objective; and (3) the detriments of the violation must not
outweigh its benefits (the more deleterious the effects, the more important the
objective must be). The Oakes test was further solidified in Canadian law after
Dagenais v. CBC (regarding publication bans).
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2. The Right to Privacy.
While not expressed explicitly in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the
right to privacy has been interpreted through the Supreme Court of Canada’s
purposive approach to s.8 of the Charter, which provides that:
8. Everyone has the right to be secure against unreasonable search or seizure.

Through precedence in case law,6 the right to a reasonable expectation of privacy has
been demonstrated in Canadian law. As La Forest J. stated in R. v. Dyment, “the
restraints imposed on government to pry into the lives of the citizen go to the essence
of a democratic state” (1988: 427-28). Historically, privacy was associated with
private property, whose possession protected against intruders. “If the rights of private
property were respected, and the curtains of the home (or the drawbridge of the castle)
were pulled, the King’s agents could watch from a distance but would have no way of
finding out what was going on inside” (R. v. Tessling, 2004: para 16). However,
technological developments diminished the protections provided by property rights,
and new interpretations of law or new legislation were required. As a result, the
Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) has indicated that s.8 of the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms provides for the right to a reasonable expectation of privacy.
Canadian case law has identified three different types of privacy: (1) personal;
(2) territorial; and (3) informational. Personal privacy includes the protection of
bodily integrity, as indicated in R. v. Golden (regarding the legality of strip searches)
and in R. v. Stillman (regarding the acquisition of bodily fluids by a third party).
Territorial privacy includes the protection of privacy in the home, being the place
where the most intimate and private activities are likely to take place. As per Cory J.,
in R. v. Silveira, “[t]here is no place on earth where persons can have a greater
expectation of privacy than within their ‘dwelling-house’” (1995: 363). Other forms
of territorial privacy include: in the perimeter space around the home (R. v. Wiley,
1993: 273), in commercial space (R. v. McKinlay, 1990: 641), in private cars (R. v.
Mellenthin, 1992: 615), in a school (R. v. M. (M.R.), 1998: para 32), and in prison
(Weatherall v. Canada (Attorney General), 1993: 877). Territorial privacy is used as
an analytical tool for evaluating the reasonableness of a person’s expectation of
privacy. Much more controversial than personal privacy and territorial privacy is
informational privacy, defined as “the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to
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determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is
communicated to others” (Westin, 1967: 7, cited in R. v. Tessling, 2004). The
existence and lawfulness of a right to a reasonable expectation of informational
privacy has been indicated in R. v. S.A.B. (regarding DNA information) and in R. v.
Law (regarding commercial information). The “reasonable” nature of the expectation
of privacy is derived from two factors: (1) the Oakes test; and (2) the “totality of the
circumstances” test. First, the expectation of privacy can be violated if the objective is
reasonable and demonstrably justified. As indicated above, the Oakes test demands
that two requirements be met before the violation of a right or freedom can occur:
sufficient importance of the objective, and proportionality between the limiting
measure and the objective. Second the reasonable expectation of privacy is subject to
the “totality of the circumstances” test set out by Cory J. in R. v. Edwards. Briefly,
this test asks two questions: Did the respondent have a reasonable expectation of
privacy? And if there was a reasonable expectation of privacy in this case, was it
violated by police conduct? These questions must be specifically tailored, depending
on facts of the case (R. v. Tessling, 2004: para 31).
Thus the expectation of privacy can “reasonably” be violated: (1) if the
objective and means of the violation is in accordance with s.1 of the Charter; and (2)
if there is either no reasonable expectation of privacy, or if a reasonable expectation
of privacy was violated by the lawful conduct of law enforcement. A potential third
factor affecting the “reasonable” nature of the expectation of privacy is s.33 of the
Charter, though the relevance of the non-withstanding clause would depend on the
nature of the violating legislation (and whether it has invoked s.33). Nonetheless, the
development of case law suggests that Canada is either progressing towards or already
situated at a position in which the right to privacy in constitutionally protected, but
subject to the context of the crisis or emergency at hand.

3. Automated Surveillance and the “Veil of Ignorance.”
The nature of ECHELON and other electronic surveillance systems is such
that information is automatically filtered by computer systems. As indicated above in
the section on surveillance systems, ECHELON is not designed to eavesdrop on
specific individuals. Instead, the surveillance system works on the basis of automated
analysis. Messages and conversations are filtered though a computer system called
Dictionary which detects keywords and phrases. This structure is analogous to John
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Rawls’ conception of a “veil of ignorance.”7 While those developing the surveillance
system are not completely disinterested, automated analysis removes personal biases
that pervade other forms of intelligence gathering. Automated systems, while not
immune from subjectivity due to their construction by humans, are more capable of
eliminating the discrimination often witnessed in human intelligence (HUMINT) or in
law enforcement. The use of computer-based keyword and phrase analysis results in
amplified complexities and increased difficulties in manipulating the system.
Currently, electronic surveillance systems are the most objective components of the
intelligence apparatus. However, the analysis of electronically-gathered information is
the realm in which increased subjectivity and bias come into play. As such the issue
concerns how the data is analyzed rather than how information is collected.

4. Balancing the Right to Privacy and Security.
Taking into consideration the threat of cyberterrorism, the preventative nature
of law, the reasonable expectation of privacy and the automated nature of
transnational surveillance, the “Oakes test” can be employed in analyzing the balance
between the privacy and security. When situating the risk in relation to national
security, a tangible threat of cyberterrorism is non-existent, yet a potential threat
remains. In the post-9/11 security environment, increasingly driven by information
technology, preventative measures are necessary for the maintenance of security. The
potential number of casualties resulting from a cyberterrorist attack on critical
infrastructure, or government systems (since military and intelligence systems are as
of yet shielded) is sufficient to warrant a limitation on the right to privacy. Therefore
the first requirement of the “Oakes test” is satisfied. In the second component of the
“Oakes test,” the rational connection requirement is satisfied due to the transnational
nature of cyberterrorism (as well as other characteristics indicated previously in this
paper). Transnational surveillance is a prerequisite for any success derived from
international agreements. However the issue becomes more problematic when
considering the final two requirements: proportionality between the effects of the
violation and the objective; and the minimal impairment of rights. This complexity is
the result of the secretive nature of the ECHELON system. To what extent does
ECHELON eavesdrop on the global communication networks? Who has ultimate
control over the intelligence acquired? What restrictions exist on access to and
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operationalization of the intelligence collected? These questions are of significant
importance in analyzing the balance between rights and security.
Without a deeper understanding on the functioning of the ECHELON
surveillance system, the application of the “Oakes test” cannot be fully realized.
However, a consideration of the automated nature of analysis in combination with an
appreciation of the potential threat posed by terrorism and cyberterrorism may be
sufficient to establish that a balance between rights and security in the utilization of
ECHELON can be achieved. If further information on the functioning of ECHELON
is unavailable for logistical or security reasons, oversight mechanisms will increase
confidence in the stability, legality and efficiency of the ECHELON surveillance
system. An analysis of potential transnational oversight mechanisms is discussed
below. A potential issue, though outside the scope of this paper, is the prospective
balance required between transnational privacy and international security. While
citizens may tolerate domestic surveillance within reasonable limits, it remains to be
seen whether surveillance by a foreign government will be as acceptable.

5. Oversight.
The problematic of oversight, prevalent and reoccurring in historical analyses of
Canadian security services, is further complicated when considering ECHELON, due
to the system’s transnational nature. The issue of oversight can be considered in both
a Canadian context and a transnational context. The Canadian contribution to the
ECHELON

surveillance

system

is

through

the

Communications

Security

Establishment (CSE). This presents a problem for oversight. While security and/or
intelligence agencies such as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and the
Canadian Security and Intelligence Service (CSIS) are regulated and restricted by the
RCMP Act and CSIS Act, respectively, the CSE has no specific legislation governing
or guiding its actions.8 While privacy and oversight are present in numerous forms of
legislation in other fields, such as the Personal Information Protection and Electronic
Documents Act (PIPEDA, regarding personal information in the private sector), the
Privacy

Act

(regarding

personal

information

in

the

public

sector),

the

Telecommunications Act, and the Competition Act,9 the CSE has very little evidence
of its existence outside of Orders-in-Council and a headquarters on Heron Road in
Ottawa, Ontario. The CSE ultimately reports to the Minister of National Defence and
is not subject to the oversight mechanisms in place for other agencies (such as the
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Security and Intelligence Review Committee, or SIRC, with regards to CSIS). As
such, domestic oversight of Canada’s participation in the ECHELON system is
generally absent.10
In the transnational context, oversight becomes additionally complex. While
international cooperation in addressing cyberterrorism is already perceived as a
monumental task, the development of transnational oversight mechanisms for the
ECHELON surveillance system seems almost impossible. And yet, the completion of
such a task is necessary to establish confidence in the balance between rights and
security. Four types of oversight are worth briefly considering here: governmental
oversight, judicial oversight, public oversight, and civilian oversight. Governmental
oversight is possible through internal watchdogs. This is a relatively common
occurrence in national governments, however here it is recommended that an
independent organization outside the government be responsible for oversight (due to
its transnational nature and to prevent any conflict of interest). Judicial oversight is a
potential solution, though no international court suitable to addressing this issue
currently exists. Both the International Criminal Court (ICC) and the International
Court of Justice (ICJ) have mandates outside the scope of assessing transnational
surveillance systems (United Nations, 1978; United Nations 1998). However, if the
participating members of the ECHELON system establish themselves as an
international institution or agency, approaching the ICJ becomes a possibility. Public
oversight, through the media for example, is impractical due to the confidential nature
of the intelligence collected. Civilian oversight, similar to SIRC, is potentially the
most feasible and the most effective form of oversight currently available. While the
process of establishing transnational oversight mechanisms is not within the scope of
this paper, the issue must be considered before an analysis of the ECHELON
surveillance system under the framework of the “Oakes test” can be completed.

Conclusion: Where to Go From Here
The coinciding of the rise of the network society in the Information Age with
the re-emergence of asymmetric threats in the Age of Terrorism signals the need for
new approaches to old, established ideas. While information and communications
technologies enable new modes of terrorism, they also provide avenues for defence.
The preservation of civil liberties is predicated on the distinction between technology-
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driven terrorism and virtual forms of activism and dissent. By providing greater
anonymity, the protection of the right to privacy may also be increasingly possible as
society becomes more integrated with information and computer technologies. The
political and legal approaches to addressing terrorism in a network society are
necessarily transnational. However, legal questions on the transparency of
surveillance systems or, alternatively, oversight mechanisms for regulating electronic
modes of intelligence-gathering, must be answered before such systems can be
considered compatible with Canadian law. Preventing acts of terrorism or
cyberterrorism in a network society requires a sustained, multi-scalar effort by
governments and security agencies – not only to maintain the safety of citizens, but
also to ensure that rights and freedoms are not unnecessarily trampled upon.

Footnotes:
1
2

.
.

3

.

4

.

5

.

6

.

7

.

8

.

9

.

10.

More in-depth analysis can be found in de Borchgrave et al, 2001.
Defunct in name only, as the system was renamed DCS1000 and subsequently
“un-named’” when the FBI selected a commercially available Internet tracking
tool to replace Carnivore/DCS1000.
For detail, see Todd & Bloch, 2003: 4, 44-47, 53-56, 64, 127; Lowenthal,
2003: 196-197, 239.
For a detailed analysis of the various forms of intelligence acquisition, see
“Collection and the Collection Disciplines” in Lowenthal, 2003.
Although there are currently attempts to bring other countries, such as Spain
and Germany, into the UK/USA alliance; as indicated in Todd & Bloch, 2003:
45.
For example, R. v. Tessling, 2004; R. v. Buhay, 2003; R. v. Law, 2002; R. v.
Wong, 1990; R. v. Dyment, 1988.
Rawls supposes that a (virtual) committee of rational but not envious persons
will exhibit mutual disinterest in a situation of moderate scarcity as they
consider the concept of right: (1) general in form; (2) universal in application;
(3) publicly recognized; (4) final authority; (5) prioritizes conflicting claims.
Rawls claims that rational people will unanimously adopt his principles of
justice if their reasoning is based on general considerations, without knowing
anything about their own personal situation. Such personal knowledge might
tempt them to select principles of justice that gave them unfair advantage rigging the rules of the game. This procedure of reasoning without personal
biases Rawls refers to as "The Veil of Ignorance;" As outlined in Rawls, 1999.
Although it should be noted that this may be in the process of changing after
the Canadian Government’s 2005-2006 National Defence Act Review, in
which a CSE watchdog was proposed.
This list is indicative and not comprehensive.
The Modernization of Investigative Techniques Act (MITA), which was
previously rejected by the House of Commons but is now back on the table,
does not address the CSE.
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